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The MTDS show was held at the usual Cheekwood Botanical Garden, but in a different building since the usual building
is being renovated. It was a rather small area to have a show, BUT it seemed to work well.

I was hoping this would be a larger show and when I saw Mike & Lisa Kuduk pull up, I knew it was going to be great.
Thankfully I think they brought their entire bloom at that time and the show was very nice, still a bit small for Nashville.
Still, it was SO nice to see everyone and have another show!

The Kuduks exhibited and won the Tuggle, Quinn, Havens, Intermediate 5, Standard Red White & Blue, Standard
White from the Tuggle as well as the Gold that came from the Tuggle. It was great to see such a variety of cultivars!

The Purple was a collection of div 1 blooms which contained Siegfried Bauer, bred by Spud Brogden. I hope Spud is
happy with this specimen. Photos below. The rose ribbons, both standard and mini were exhibited by Becky Fox
Matthews who says she doesn't keep records of the crosses. The mini rose was a hit with most since it was something
she called a "Stuffed Cup" where the cup contains more segments and really does look 'stuffed'. The standard Rose
was a beautiful true orange rimmed 3W-YYO.

In Support of Ukraine, there was a 3 stem of "Kyiv" at the welcome desk.

This is all for now. The next show is the Indiana Daffodil Society a week from Friday. More to come after that.

 

Supporing Ukraine, this 3 stem of Kyiv was on display at the front desk.
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Best in show was taken from a 3 stem collection in the Tuggle award winner by Mike and Lisa Kuduk. “Loch Loyal”

The mini Gold Ribbon for the best single miniature in show was awarded to Roundita, exhibited by Allen Haas.

The white ribbon for the best 3 stem entry of standard daffodils was awarded to this collection of Smooth Trumpet,
taken from the Tuggle win, exhibited by Mike and Lisa Kuduk.

The mini white ribbon winner for the best 3 stem entry of mini daffodils was awarded to Little Kibler exhibited by Susan
Basham.
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The Standard Rose ribbon for the best standard seedling daffodil was awarded to this short cup w-yoo exhibited by
Becky Fox Matthews.

The mini rose ribbon for the best mini seedling (new, un named variety) in show was awarded to this stem exhibited by
Becky Fox Matthews. The seedling number is 2022-04-01.

The small grower ribbon was awarded to this nice stem of Bunclody, exhibited by Sandra Frank.

The intermediate single stem ribbon was awarded to Merlin, exhibited by Molly Adams.
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The 3 stem intermediate ribbon was awarded to Brook Ager, exhibited by Susan Basham.

Historic 3 stem, Horace by Molly Adams.

The Classic 3 stem ribbon, “Finch” exhibited by Diane Diane Daleuski Cockerham.

The Classic Single and Cultivar, Galway, exhibited by Carol Smith.
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The best single stem youth ribbon was awarded to St Kevern, exhibited by Mae Perkins.

The 5 stem intermediate ribbon exhibited by Mike and Lisa Kuduk, included the flowers of: Tom Terrific, Pocket
Change, Pink China, Commodore Perry and Treasure Waltz.

The Maroon Ribbon for the best collection of 5 reverse bicolors was exhibited by Becky Fox Matthews with the flowers
of: Junne Johnsrud, Lighthouse Reef, Salem, Flor d’Luna and Lemon Candy.

The Purple Ribbon for the best standard 5 stem collection in show was awarded to this Div 1 collection with flowers of,
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Hanley Swan Rustin, Siegfried Bauer, Pops Legacy, and Orange Focus. Spud Brogden would be proud of his Siegfried
Bauer in this collection. It’s a beauty.

Nashville offers a nice ribbon for the best collection of 5 standard Daffodils with music themed names. This was
awarded to a collection exhibited by Becky fox Becky Fox Matthews with the flowers from top left: Harpsichord, Music
Maker, Helen’s Melody, Red Auria and Lady B Good.

The Havens award for the best collection of 12 stems of several division in the classifications of 5 through 9. Exhibited
by Mike and Lisa Kuduk.
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The 5 stem historic ribbon win, Exhibited by Stacy Wilson, with the flowers of Sweetness, Actea, Geranium, Thalia and Tenuoir. Also, the stem of Thalia was awarded best Historic single stem. 
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The Bronze ribbon for the best collection of 5 different minis, 3 stems each. Exhibited by Becky Fox Matthews, the
flowers from top left, Minnow, Jonquilla, Big Baby, Tiny Bubbles and Sabrosa.

R w & Blue Ribbon, exhibited by Mike and Lisa Kuduk, with flowers from top left, American Idol, Rose Lake, Silent Pink,
Golden Echo and Geometrics.

The Tuggle trophy is only offered in the “regional” show each year, and this show was the southern regional this time.
The award was exhibited by Mike and Lisa Kuduk

The Carey Quinn award for the best collection of 24 standard Daffodils from several division was exhibited and
awarded to Mike and Lisa Kuduk.
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